Apps for foundation skills
A few suggestions of apps that may assist.....

Learning

- Wunderlist
- iStudiez Pro
- Evernote
- Idea Sketch
- Corkulous
- Khan Academy

Numeracy

- Elevated Math
- iFormulas
- Algebra Problem Solving Skills
- Solids Elementary HD
- AtMyPace: Statistics
- MathBoard

Writing

- Sentence Builder Teen
- Essay Writing Guide
- Good Reader
- Grammar Up
- Spelling Tutor

Reading

- MiniMod Reading for Inferences
- Wkipanion
- Conversation English HD
- Vocabology

Oral Communication

- Notability

‘Love Apptually’ has a great range of further suggestions. Find it on the QLD VET Development Centre website: http://vetpd.qld.gov.au